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Abstract— This report presents a MIMO sounding system
dedicated to short range wireless communication. The system can
easily be integrated with Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) and
other commercial equipments. The advantage of our proposed
system is the achievement of completely automatic measurement,
while retaining accuracy. Using the system, a double directional
measurement campaign in indoor NLOS environment was per-
formed, where the channel was estimated in a deterministic
way with the ISI-SAGE algorithm. In the use of ISI-SAGE
algorithm, we propose to estimate polarization characteristics
for identical path. One of the realizations of the optimum
search and initialization with succesive interference cancellation
type procedure, which is suitable for large number of sampling
available case, is shown as well. The result of the measurement
campaign shows the effectiveness of our proposals.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The demand for short range wireless communications is
increased especially in indoor environments in conjunction
with MIMO transmission which increases a channel capacity
without having to expand the required bandwidth. To provide
an adequate quality of service with these types of commu-
nications, it is necessary to evaluate characteristics of the
propagation channel over which a communication is operated.
There have been many studies on the development of MIMO
channel sounding technique or channel sounder (e.g.,[1], [2],
[3]). However a channel sounder requires a complex hardware
design so some simple configurated system is preferable when
we consider the developing time and its cost.

This study proposes an automatic MIMO channel measure-
ment system with simple configuration dedicated to indoor
short range communications. The system integrates a few
commercial measurement equipment such as Vector Network
Analyzer, X-Y positioner, and PC[4]. With the system, we
estimate the channel in a deterministic way with the high
resolution algorithm, ISI-SAGE[3]. A measurement campaign
was performed in indoor NLOS environment in order to
evaluate the efficiency of the system. In the campaign, we es-
timated jointly the parameters of the paths which characterize
a propagation, such as direction of arrival (DOA), direction
of departure (DOD), time of arrival (TOA), and path gain
including polarization. Herein we show a specification of the
automatic measurement system and result of the experiment
as well as the way of implementation of ISI-SAGE algorithm

considering a polarization.

II. M IMO CHANNEL ESTIMATION SYSTEM

The system we propose is depicted in Fig. 1. One of the
antenna aperture is a synthesized uniform rectangular array
(SURA), and another is a synthesized uniform circular array
(SUCA). These are realized by scanning one antenna element,
allowing us to avoid the complex calibration procedure due to
the mutual coupling of antenna array. The configuration of
the antenna aperture is arbitrary and depends on the antenna
scanning equipment. VNA measures each one of the transfer
function of MIMO channel produced by SURA and SUCA.

Taking into account that it takes much time to move anten-
nas and some accuracy is required in antenna alignment, this
system uses a X-Y positioner, a rotator for antenna scanning
and GPIB to control them as well as data extraction from
VNA where we can achieve completely automatic measure-
ment. This drastically reduces the measurement time while
retaining the accuracy of antenna alignment. Note that antenna
misalignment may cause a significant error in estimation result.
This system is shown to derive reliable results of time-invariant
channels while retaining reproducibility.
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Fig. 1. Automatic MIMO Channel Measurement System
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Fig. 2. Definition of Angles: (a) Tx (SUCA), (b) Rx (SURA).

III. ISI-SAGE ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

ISI-SAGE algorithm[3] divides measured data into signal
components and derives all the parameters of the paths jointly.
This algorithm is essentially based on Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) and shows a high resolution property as
ESPRIT, but is rather flexible in terms of array configuration
and easy to expand for joint estimation. In our study, the
dimension of simultaneous search in MLE is5L where L
is number of estimated paths and excessive in computation.
However, EM algorithm[5] estimates the complete data from
incomplete data and SAGE algorithm introduce a search
over hidden data space which reduces the search into one-
dimension[6].

A. Data Model

Here we formulate a model for measured data in order to
apply ISI-SAGE algorithm. We define SUCA as Tx and SURA
as Rx to simplify notation. Suppose there areL plane waves
radiating from Tx and impinging at Rx. Each wave has DOD
Ωldep = [φldep, θldep], DOA Ωlarr = [φlarr, θlarr], TOA τl

and the variation of complex amplitude during the antenna
and space propagationsl (1 ≤ l ≤ L). φ and θ denotes the
azimuth and elevation angle and are defined as Fig. 2 at Tx
and Rx, respectively.

In SUCA, antenna scanning is performedN1 times with
interval of ∆c = 2π/N1 [rad]. In SURA, antenna scanning
is performed both in azimuth and elevation direction with
intervals of∆x and∆y and the number of steps areN2 and
N3. At each channel measurement, we carry outN4 points
of transfer function sampling with sampling interval∆f and
center frequencyfc. If the electrical length of the aperture
size of antenna array is small enough to be assumed constant
within the bandwidth, the measured datayk1,k2,k3,k4 can be
expressed as

yk1,k2,k3,k4 =
L∑

l=1

[
sl

4∏
r=1

ejµ
(r)(kr)
l

]
+ nk1,k2,k3,k4 (1)

where 0 ≤ kr ≤ (Nr − 1) (1 ≤ r ≤ 4) indicates a index
number of each sampling.sl is a transfer function between

phase reference point of Tx and that of Rx.nk1,k2,k3,k4 is a
white gaussian noise of zero mean.sl andµ

(r)
l (kr) is denoted

by

sl = αlfdep(Ωldep)farr(Ωlarr), (2)

µ
(1)
l (k1) =

2π

λ
r cos θldep cos (φldep − k1∆c), (3)

µ
(2)
l (k2) =

2π

λ
k2∆x sin φlarr cos θlarr, (4)

µ
(3)
l (k3) =

2π

λ
k3∆y sin θlarr, (5)

µ
(4)
l (k4) = 2πk4∆fτl, (6)

wherefdep andfarr are complex element patterns of Tx and
Rx antenna element respectively, andαl is a complex gain of
the path. With ISI-SAGE algorithm, we want to estimate5L
propagation parameters that are contained in eachµ(r).

For simplicity, we vectorize the data defined in Eq. (7) as

y =




y0,0,0,0

y0,0,0,1
...

y0,0,0,N4−1

y0,0,1,0
...

y0,0,N3−1,N4−1

y0,1,0,0
...

y0,N2−1,N3−1,N4−1

y1,0,0,0
...

yN1−1,N2−1,N3−1,N4−1




∈ CN

= As + n, (7)

where s ∈ CL and n ∈ CN (N = N1N2N3N4) are the
complex amplitude vector and noise vector.A ∈ CN×L is
a multi-dimensional phase difference matrix which can be
expressed as follows.

A = A(µ(1)) ¦A(µ(2)) ¦A(µ(3)) ¦A(µ(4)) ∈ CN×L (8)

Note that¦ denotes the kronecker product of each row of the
matrix and

A(µ(r)) =
[
a(µ(r)

1 ) · · ·a(µ(r)
L )

]
∈ CNr×L, (9)

a(µ(r)
l ) =

[
1 ejµ

(r)
l

(1) · · · ejµ
(r)
i

(Nr−1)
]T

∈ CNr . (10)

B. SAGE Algorithm

By using the notation expressed in Eq. (7), cost function
z(Ωarr,Ωdep, τ,xl) in EM algorithm becomes a following
modified log-likelihood function

z(Ωdep,Ωarr, τ,xl) = E[aHxl] (11)

wherexl is the complete data forlth wave anda is the phase
difference vector that composesA in Eq. (7). Plane wave
approximation was considered in conjunction with narrowband



approximation to derive Eq. (11). Then SAGE algorithm is
executed iteratively in the following manner.

φ̂ldep = arg max
φdep

| z(φdep, θldep, φlarr, θlarr, τl,xl) |

θ̂ldep = arg max
θdep

| z(φ̂ldep, θdep, φlarr, θlarr, τl,xl) |

φ̂larr = arg max
φarr

| z(φ̂ldep, θ̂ldep, φarr, θlarr, τl,xl) |

θ̂larr = arg max
θarr

| z(φ̂ldep, θ̂ldep, φ̂larr, θarr, τl,xl) |
τ̂l = arg max

τ
| z(φ̂ldep, θ̂ldep, φ̂larr, θ̂larr, τ,xl) |

The gain of each path corresponds to the maximum output of
cost function,

Pl =
1

| al |2 | z(Ω̂ldep, Ω̂larr, τ̂l,xl) |2 . (12)

C. Initialization and Search Procedure

SAGE algorithm does not always yield a global optimum
solution. Since the method of initialization and search directly
affects the reliability of the results, we have to seek an
optimum way of managing SAGE algorithm in many aspects.
What we have to consider is as follows:

Problem of Spurious Paths (Leakage) :We can often see
undesired results that are unable to identify to real channel.
Sprious paths themselves are sometimes equivalent to the
sidelobe occured in the process of fourier analysis and they
may be easily detected especially in detection of weaker path.
To overcome this problem, these methods are possible :

• Increment of simultaneous search dimension : The ap-
pearance of spurious paths are a cost of reducing the load
of calculation by dividing the search space. Therefore,
increment of simultaneous search dimension can be an
effective solution to avoid spurious paths. This should be
performed by considering the trade off between the load
of calculation and high dimensionality.

• Data windowing[7]: By multipling the appropriate win-
dow function to some part of the parameter domain,
we can decrease the sidelobe level. However at the
same time, this method cannot avoid the decrement of
data signal to noise ratio and intrinsic resolution of the
algorithm.

Divergence of Power : In the iteration process, parallel
updating procedure may cause a divergence of power. Based
on [3], the notion of SIC (Succesive Interference Cancellation)
may be a very strong tool for avoiding this phenomenon.

Taking into account the above consideration, we choose a
search procedure depicted in Fig. 3. This method is applica-
ble when the number of samples over frequency and space
domains are sufficiently large. The process is a combination
of local search based on SAGE algorithm and global mesh
search based on EM algorithm. In global mesh search, we
aim at the region which may include a maximum point of
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Fig. 3. Implementation of ISI-SAGE Algorithm

the cost function. After that, local search is carried out inside
the selected region and find an accurate peak. The parameters
estimation procedure is divided into two steps,[φlarr, θlarr, τl]
step and[φldep, θldep] step with re-estimation of the parameters
of previous step. Note that this method is also based on the
SIC and repeated until the number of detected paths reaches
the predefined number of waves or the detected path level falls
below the noise floor level.



D. Dual Polarized Estimation

We propose a method which estimates a polarization char-
acteristics of an identical path with SAGE algorithm. Specifi-
cally, the data was taken from dual othogonal polarized wave
in the measurement and they are applied to SAGE algorithm
where we maximize their likelihood at simultaneous search.
If the modified log-likelihood function for each polarization
is denoted asz1(Ωdep,Ωarr, τ,xl), z2(Ωdep,Ωarr, τ,xl), then
the cost function for this estimation becomes

z(Ωdep,Ωarr, τ,xl) = |z1(Ωdep,Ωarr, τ,xl)|2 +
|z2(Ωdep,Ωarr, τ,xl)|2. (13)

In the derivation of Eq. (13), it is considered that the square
of modified log-likelihood function corresponds to the gain of
each path. Consequently, the path gain for different polariza-
tion but identical path can be obtained by this method as

Pli =
1

| al |2 | zi(Ω̂ldep, Ω̂larr, τ̂l,xl) |2 (i = 1, 2). (14)

This process provide us with an accurate insight of polarization
characteristics of each path.

IV. M EASUREMENTCAMPAIGN

We performed a measurement campaign in indoor NLOS
channel by using the system we propose. The environment is
depicted in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, Tx, Rx antennas are depicted at
the centers of the spatial scanning and we can find some small
pillars at the wall between the corridor and the room.
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Fig. 4. Environment of the Measurement Campaign

The way of channel parameterization obeys the descrip-
tion in section III-A. Measurement was conducted with both

TABLE I

SPECIFICATION OF THEMEASUREMENT AND SIGNAL

PROCESSING

Measurement
points

URA: Spatial 7×7 points
(Interval 25 [mm]),
UCA: 10 points with radius 20 [mm].
Transfer function sampling:
21 points from5.8 [GHz] to 5.9 [GHz].

Estimated
Parameters

DOD azimuth, elevation,
DOA azimuth, elevation,
TOA, Path gain.

Antennas
Standard dipole antenna whose
reflection coefficient is below−10 [dB]
in 5.8 ∼ 5.9 [GHz] in both Tx, Rx.

Calibration Use calibration function of VNA.
Snapshot 20 times.

Signal
Processing

ISI-SAGE algorithm based on the
process of Fig. 3 where
rectangular windowing and dual
polarized maximization was performed.

Polarization
Vertical-Vertical(VV),
Horizontal-Horizontal(HH).

The number
of waves 20.
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TABLE II

RESULT OF THESIGNAL PROCESSING WITHDUAL POLARIZED

ESTIMATION

Result of
identification

VV meas.
path gain

[dB]

HH meas.
path gain

[dB]

a
Wall penetrat.
Room ceiling reflect. −105.66 −84.93

b
Wall penetrat.
(the shortest path) −87.75 −87.60

c
Corridor ceiling reflect.
Wall penetrat. −92.81 −84.83

d
Wall penetrat.
Corridor pillar diffract. −87.24 −90.79

e
Twice wall reflect.
in corridor / Wall &
whiteboard penetrat.

−97.66 −104.36

f
Wall penetrat.
Room pillar reflect. −100.20 −93.06

g
Corridor wall reflect. &
penetrat. −94.26 −91.15

h
Corridor wall reflect. &
penetrat.
Room floor reflect.

−100.89 −95.71

i
Wall penetrat.
Whiteboard reflect.
Twice room wall reflect.

−102.96 −100.15

j
Corridor wall reflect.
Door penetrat.
Room wall reflect.

−97.19 −106.98

k
Corridor pillar diffract.
Corridor door reflect.
Door penetrat.

−98.65 −102.55

l
Corridor wall reflect.
Door penetrat.
Room window reflect.

−100.19 −105.76

m
Twice door reflect. in
corridor / Wall penetrat. −101.38 −103.88

n
Corridor pillar diffract.
Wall penetrat. −102.62 −104.22

o

Corridor pillar diffract.
Corridor door reflect.
Door penetrat./ Room
wall & window reflect.

−104.14 −99.48

vertical and horizontal polarized waves for dual polarized
estimation. It should be pointed out that the antenna element
positioning was peformed so as not to change the directivity
within the array. In Table I, specifications of the measurement
and signal processing are presented. Note that the process
“calibration” is the one that removes the transfer function of
cables, LNA, and connectors from the measured data which
results in extracting only spatial transfer function.

Results of the signal processing and identification to real
environment are shown in Table II and Fig. 5. In Fig. 5,
the path expressed in dashed line indicates the dominant one
whose gain is above−90 [dB]. They are wall-penetrated
waves including the shortest delay path. All the other paths
have gains below−90 [dB], but we can find many waves
penetrated or diffracted from the door, walls and pillar. Note
that we also obtain long delayed paths which were unable

to identify to real channel and some spurious paths that are
not mentioned in Table II. However, it was confirmed that
the number of spurious paths in the results decreased when
the dual polarization maximization was employed compared
to the single polarization estimation. Herein spurious paths
mean that the direction of departure or arrival converged to
the endfire direction seen from the antenna aperture where the
accuracy of the estimation seriously degrades.

V. CONCLUSION

This report represent an easily integrated channel sounding
system with VNA, X-Y positioner, and rotator which perform
a double directional measurement for time invariant channel.
The system achieves a completely automatic measurement
while retaining accuracy. In signal processing, we employ
ISI-SAGE algorithm and showed one of the realization of
initialization and search procedure in conjunction with the
dual polarized estimation. The algorithm is especially effective
when the number of sampling points is large. In NLOS
indoor environment estimation, we assessed the efficiency of
this system and we detected many waves including dominant
paths as well as long delayed paths and many propagation
phenomena. Also it was confirmed that the dual polarized
estimation affects the derivation of stable result.

The data which was measured by our system provides a
very interesting insight towards the analysis of propagation
phenomena as well as MIMO transmission system. The de-
terministic approach in this report offers parameters of each
propagation path so that we can analyze the propagation
phenomena separately : penetration, reflection, diffraction and
so on. On the contrary to such a microscopic analysis, macro-
scopic analysis, such as MIMO channel modelling based on
statistic approach are also possible.
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